United States Government

Memorandum

TO: ALL SENIOR RESIDENT AGENTS (100-10461) DATE: 2/27/64

FROM: SAC J. GORDON SHANKLIN

SUBJECT: LEE HARVEY OSWALD, a.k.a.
IS-R-CUBA

On February 26, 1964, the Bureau advised that the President's Commission had requested that the Bureau obtain recordings of the entire meetings or appearances in which attorney MARK LANE and Mrs. MARGUERITE OSWALD, mother of subject, participate. The coverage is to be limited to public announcements, meetings and appearances, and recordings are to be obtained only through reliable sources. In the event it is necessary for Bureau personnel to attend meetings with recording devices, specific Bureau approval is required.

The Bureau stated that New York was being held responsible for developing information re future scheduled appearances of LANE, and that Dallas was being held responsible for information relating to future appearances of MARGUERITE OSWALD.

When obtained, two copies of the recordings are to be furnished to the Bureau, one which can be furnished to the Commission, and a letterhead memorandum summarizing appearances is to be submitted for dissemination by the Bureau. Ten copies of such letterhead memorandum should be submitted to Bureau.

All Senior Resident Agents are to be particularly alert for any indication of meetings or appearances by MARK LANE and MARGUERITE OSWALD and immediately take steps to
comply with Bureau instructions. The Dallas Office should be notified immediately of any information along these lines.